Project Coordination

Roadmaps and Status Updates
- Project Vision
- Infusion Versioning and Release Strategy

Project Governance
- Voting
- Process for Granting Commit Access
- Fluid Maintainers
- Inclusion in the Fluid Community (Draft)
Collaborate

- How to Get Involved in the Fluid Project
- Mailing Lists
- IRC
- Meetings
- Contributing Code
- Contributing Design

Fluid Infusion Releases

Release Info

- Infusion 2.x
- Release Process

Releases

- Fluid Infusion - Current Release
- Infusion 2.0 Release Status
- Infusion 1.5 Release Status
- Infusion 1.4 Release Status
- Infusion 1.3.1 Release Status
- Infusion 1.3 Release Status
- Infusion 1.2 Release Status
- Infusion 1.1.2 Release Status
- Infusion 1.1 Release Status
- Fluid 1.0 Release Status
- Fluid 0.8 Release Status
- Fluid 0.7 Release Status
- Fluid 0.6 Release Status
- Fluid 0.5 Release Status
- Fluid 0.4 Release Status
- Fluid 0.3 Release Status
- Fluid 0.1 Release Status

Fluid Engage Releases

- Engage 0.1 Release Status
- Engage 0.3 Release Plan

Project Resources

- Upcoming Conferences
- Presentations
- List of Project Infrastructure
- Fluid Communities’ Resources
- Branding
- Talking About the Fluid Project: resources and reusable text describing the Fluid Project
- Fluid Wiki Templates
- Starting a Community Source Project
- Google Summer of Code 2011 with the Fluid Project

Legal Documents and Licensing

- Mellon Grant Letter - April 9, 2007
- Fluid Licensing